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Programming Assignment 0
Questions?



Programming Assignment 1: Search
For this assignment you will be writing search algorithms to help Pacman eat food in a maze.



Layout Files
This is the text of mediumMaze.lay in the layouts folder.

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%                                 P% 
% %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% %%%%%%%% % 
% %%   %   %      %%%%%%%   %%     % 
% %% % % % % %%%% %%%%%%%%% %% %%%%% 
% %% % % % %             %% %%     % 
% %% % % % % % %%%%  %%%    %%%%%% % 
% %  % % %   %    %% %%%%%%%%      %  
% %% % % %%%%%%%% %%        %% %%%%% 
% %% %   %%       %%%%%%%%% %%     % 
%    %%%%%% %%%%%%%      %% %%%%%% % 
%%%%%%      %       %%%% %% %      % 
%      %%%%%% %%%%% %    %% %% %%%%% 
% %%%%%%      %       %%%%% %%     % 
%        %%%%%% %%%%%%%%%%% %%  %% % 
%%%%%%%%%%                  %%%%%% % 
%.         %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%        % 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 



Visualized
Here is what it looks like when visualized using the provided python visualization libraries.



Search Review
DFS
BFS
A*



Utils
Functions for

data types
finding successor states
testing for goal states
heuristics for A*



Stacks
The code in utils for stacks



Example Stack Usage
What are the values of elem, st and old-st after running this code?



Example Stack with While Loop
What will this print?



Queues



Example Queue with While Loop
What will this print?



Priority Queues
A priority queue must come accompanied by a priority



Sets
Sets are useful for keeping track of previously visited states. If you don't prune out these states, your frontier will grow too large, and

racket will throw a stack overflow exception.

Here are some useful functions for sets provided in utils.rkt.



Reading and Interpreting Layouts



Get Successors
The get-succ function gets successor states to a given state and returns a list of valid successor states with the action character

needed to get there.



Some helper functions for get successors...



Get Successors in Action

Prints this output:

'((#W ("%%%%%%%" "%   P %" "% %%% %" "%  %  %" "%%   %%" "%. %%%%" "%%%%%%%")) (#S ("%%%%%%%" "%     %" "% %%%P%" "%  %  %" "%%   %%" "%. 
%%%%" "%%%%%%%"))) 



Get Successors with prettier printing

Prints this:

W 
%%%%%%% 
%   P % 
% %%% % 
%  %  % 
%%   %% 
%. %%%% 
%%%%%%% 
S 
%%%%%%% 
%     % 
% %%%P% 
%  %  % 
%%   %% 
%. %%%% 
%%%%%%% 



Check for Goal State
This function checks if a state is a goal state for Pacman (Pacman's goal is to eat all the food).

Note: Make sure to use this function to test if your code is complete, since we will be using other goals during grading.



H and G Functions
We give you a g function to use with the priority queue and some heuristic functions.

Note that the g function takes a function as an arguement and returns a function as the output



Example of How the G Function Works with a Priority Queue
What will this print?


